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Session objectives

• To describe why and how we rolled out a knowledge 

management programme specifically for apprentices

• To discuss the impact of the programme

• ouhf’ewiflj/f



Context- Knowledge Management

• Definition: ‘Knowledge Management is a vehicle for 

organisational development and service 

improvement’(Knowledge for Healthcare, 2014, p.24).

• Knowledge Management (KM) as a requirement of 

LQAF, the new Quality and Improvement Outcomes 

Framework and a central aspect of Knowledge for 

Healthcare

• Knowvember 2018



Context- Apprentices

• Now over 100 apprentices at the Trust

• A staff group which are not particularly engaged with 

library services

• The nature of apprenticeships would benefit from KM

• Vocational Training Manager was on board



Lunch and Learn
• Our version of Randomised Coffee Trials
• Pairs two members of staff ‘at random’ in the newly 

refurbished library over lunch time
• Apprentices encouraged to attend
• 72 members of staff have attended, 11 apprentices
• Pairings included:

– Organisational Development apprentice and Developing Practice 
Lead Nurse

– HR apprentice and Medical Education Manager
– Education Centre apprentice and Director of Finance
– Vocational Training apprentice and Associate Director of HR



Evaluation
Yes No

“I connected with someone I otherwise would not have 
met”

91% 9%

“I widened my professional network” 91% 9%

“I have learned something new” 100% 0%

“I shared knowledge about my role” 100% 0%

“I have gained better understanding of a different staff 
group”

100% 0%



Videos

http://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2Nba08az8PeSFptMUlmamNNN2t3bFBXcnZnVTc5LXpYQVpn/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ugKKpD4s-T6G2-VLhLBZ9-Ypk2GaGGAv/view


Knowledge Harvesting
• A structured approach to help an organisation 

understand and record the knowledge and 

experience of people, often before they leave or 

move roles (KM Toolkit).

• A set of questions are sent to the apprentice which 

they complete.

• The answers are discussed with them in their final 

review between the apprentice and the Vocational 

Training Manager

• The answers go to the new apprentice in that 

department as part of their induction



Eample Knowledge Harvesting 

Questions
1. What is the most important thing you need to 

know which your colleagues may not know?

2. Which aspects of the role do you need knowledge 

and skills for which you did not have before the 

beginning of the role?

3. What is the key documentation required and how 

do you access this?

4. Are there any computer programmes or tools 

which you needed support with?

5. What could potentially go wrong on a day-to-day 

basis and how do you usually respond with this?

6. Who are your key contacts for expert advice and 

decisions?

7. If you need support in getting something done, 

who do you go to?



Example



Conclusion
• Through two different approaches, KM has been 

used to capture the knowledge of apprentices and as 

a vehicle for apprentices to share knowledge

• Initial feedback and comments have been positive 

from apprentices and members of staff paired with 

apprentices

• KM has become part of our service offer and working 

to develop this further

• Next steps: Knowledge Cafe for apprentices?

• Next steps: Knowledge Harvest for Trainee Nursing 

Associates



Any questions?
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